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Remote Learning Support Survey - Year 1

Comments
Answered: 33 Skipped: 4

I think that all the staff teaching the Yr 1 children have significantly improved the way that the home
schooling offer ... well done and thank you! My only criticism is that I don’t own a printer at home so
sometimes I need to change what is being asked to complete.
11/26/2020 12:55 PM
Miss Molloy did an amazing job with the home learning. xxxxxxx loved seeing her twice a day and
the powerpoints with her voice over explaining what to do were brilliant.
11/26/2020 7:35 AM
The support of all the staff involved was excellent. Lots of positivity to keep the children's spirits up.
The lessons were really engaging, varied and easy to follow, taking a lot of the pressure of 'schooling'
off the parents. The video calls and activities were fun - we looked forward to them every afternoon.
It was also nice to receive a welfare call.
11/25/2020 10:28 PM
Miss Molloy and her team did an amazing job. They kept the children entertained and happy during
their two daily calls - giving me a 15 minute breather to get jobs done or sit and have a few quiet

minutes. The work set was clear and progressive, it was also marked positively which was nice to
share with my child at the end of the day. We couldn’t have asked for any more support and the
positivity and excitement that came from Miss Molloy and her team was priceless, they made every
effort to make it fun and I can’t thank them enough.
11/25/2020 8:48 PM
Excellent support and a good understanding of the balance parents are doing between
homeschooling and working full time
11/25/2020 7:09 PM
Just excellent I don't see how you could have done anymore abx the quick feedback on work
submitted was great and my son was excited to find out comments each night
11/25/2020 6:29 PM
Extremely happy with the work, recorded lessons were much easier, especially as we don’t have a
home printer for worksheets, Louis also loved the calls with the class, we were very well supported,
fantastic job by all year 1 staff
11/25/2020 4:13 PM
Great keeping in touch video calls with staff and pupils. Great feedback and distribution of workload
amongst staff. Great video lessons. Lovely to get a call from staff.
11/25/2020 3:55 PM
I thought the teachers and support did an amazing job setting work daily and setting up the google
meetings for the kids to join. They gave us a timetable if we wanted to follow it. But they did say to
do what worked for us. My child really benefitted from seeing the teachers and her classmates and it
reinforced that the work we were doing was going back to the teachers. The follow up call was good
if we wanted to discuss any issues but we didn’t have any. I also thought the format of the work in
mp4s being read out by the teacher was brilliant. Better than last lock down where we had to
interpret the work. Well done
11/25/2020 2:31 PM
The teachers were exceptional. The work was easy to follow and the support calls we received was a
lovely personal touch.
11/25/2020 2:27 PM
Excellent really helpful
11/25/2020 2:03 PM
The meetings were fun and helped my sons mood and anxiety about being at home. The recorded
lessons were easy to use and my son understood them well.
11/25/2020 1:37 PM
xxxxxxx loved the daily calls were he was able to talk to his teachers and his other class friends. I
found the PowerPoints really helpful with keeping him engaged with the learning! ☺️
11/25/2020 12:42 PM

Short videos sent the day pervious were perfect. Daily calls were also good for the kids to get in
touch.
11/25/2020 12:36 PM
N/A
11/25/2020 11:34 AM
Absolutely brilliant! Lesson we’re easy to follow and tasks were easily understood. The team calls
were also really good!
11/25/2020 11:32 AM
The recorded lessons were much better than trying to teach from the printed materials. I found it
difficult to join the VC meetings in a morning and at 3pm due to work commitments. Not related to
the teaching but I found it quite perplexing that I was told I could not park in the school carpark, so
that my daughter could continue to attend school and I could remain in the car with my son and she
could just walk to us. I think you need to consider the level of risk posed vs the level of flexibility that
can be given to parents with more than one child in the school.
11/25/2020 11:05 AM
We found the voiced over powerpoints really helpful and engaging and the daily video call was good
for the children to see and keep in contact with their teachers and friends. Would suggest that this is
only needed once a day though rather than twice
11/25/2020 10:58 AM
The video slide shows helped massively, especially when u had another year to teach, it meant she
could just get on with it
11/25/2020 10:56 AM
Really grateful for all the online support for both of my children. This has made the challenge of ‘at
home learning’ much easier for everyone involved. Thank you.
11/25/2020 10:50 AM
The PowerPoints were easy to access and straight forward. Lots of positive feedback from teachers
and support. Thank you
11/25/2020 10:48 AM
The voice over power point presentations were brilliant. The work load amount was just right and
made it manageable alongside working from home.
11/25/2020 10:40 AM
Very impressed with home learning provision. We appreciate this must be a huge undertaking. The
google meet calls were important for us - to maintain contact and show our child that everyone else
was in the same situation. Where there were small issues with tasks these were rectified really
quickly. The feedback on submitted work was timely and positive. Having a predictable routine to
follow at home has been very important to help our child cope with such big changes, and that has a
knock on effect on his behaviour and family life in general! Thankyou for all your efforts!

11/25/2020 10:38 AM
Lots of work given daily, great communication and interaction. Just wish the work was a bit more
challenging for for my child.
11/25/2020 10:34 AM
Teachers and ta’s did an amazing job. Super smiley, supportive and always on hand when assistance
needed. Well done Year 1 teaching staff.
11/25/2020 10:33 AM
I'd prefer it if all schooling was done this way at the moment given potential isolation concerns near
Christmas
11/25/2020 10:23 AM
The whole team did a brilliant job and their enthusiasm and the variety of work kept my son
engaged throughout the whole period of isolation. It was clear that the team was putting in a huge
amount of time and effort behind the scenes to make the best of a difficult situation.
11/25/2020 10:17 AM
Video presentations helped alot with home learning.
11/25/2020 10:17 AM
Lauren enjoyed the online learning. It was fun. And the online lessons give some structure to the day
and make the children still feel part of the school/class
11/25/2020 10:13 AM
Phone call first week but not 2nd daily video calls
11/25/2020 10:12 AM
Can not fault the home learning, the video classes with the teacher talking over are brilliant, makes it
a lot easier for parents. The online meetings at the start and the end of day are brilliant for the
children to keep in touch with teachers and classmates. All the work was marked quickly and
comments added from teachers/TA’s was a lovely personal touch. Also the telephone call from Miss
Rowledge to check in was also really appreciated. It has not gone unnoticed how hard all the year 1
team have worked over the isolation period and I am very grateful to them all!
11/25/2020 10:11 AM
Thought the voiceover lessons were excellent. Seems to be alot more content and work than in the
first lockdown, which I think is needed so they dont fall behind. My child also enjoyed the daily class
meetings as 2 weeks is along time not to see any other children. A big well done to all involved.
11/25/2020 10:07 AM
The work was great and enjoyed the way it was given
11/25/2020 10:02 AM

Remote Learning Support Survey - Year 2

Comments
Answered: 19 Skipped: 1
Think there is to much work set for the children to do at home. A lot of pressure as a parent to get
this work done. Children are not in a learning environment and it’s really difficult to get child to
concentrate.
11/26/2020 3:52 PM
I think xxxxxxx are still a bit little for the remote learning thing. We have done our best, but the
amount of school work we can get done is limited due to me having to work from home full time and
support their older brother in his remote learning. The work that has been sent must either already
have been covered at school or the prep work done at school so they didn't have any problems
completing it.
11/26/2020 11:46 AM
We have appreciated the welfare phone call. The pre recorded lessons have really helped.
11/25/2020 10:08 PM
The staff have been a fantastic support.
11/25/2020 7:47 PM

Problems were quickly resolved
11/25/2020 7:39 PM
Support has been great all staff doing great.
11/25/2020 6:31 PM
Great support from teachers but struggled to hear some parts think it’s due to pupils not being on
mute but could be internet connection.
11/25/2020 6:12 PM
It’s been difficult trying to homeschool and work from home but the work that was set has been
achievable to complete it all each day. I appreciate the meetings but didn’t really see the value in the
afternoon meetings and was difficult to fit in with work commitments. Thought the voice over videos
were really useful especially trying to explain maths
11/25/2020 6:11 PM
I think the work load we have received this time round has been just right. The teachers always
make it clear we can get in touch if we need anything and are always prompt at giving feed back on
work
11/25/2020 5:14 PM
Mr Browning and Mrs Williams are literal super hero's there both amazingly thoughtful kind and
caring and deserve medals for getting 30 children to do work, I struggle with 1 😂.
11/25/2020 3:19 PM
We are more than happy with the online learning, quick responses and workload.
11/25/2020 3:13 PM
Teachers have provided appropriate lessons to ensure the children are completing the correct
content so that they do not fall further behind. I really appreciate the extra time and effort they
have gone to, to teach key concepts such as modelling with wboards and place value equipment.
Also having the teachers' actual voices on powerpoints and videos has helped keep the children
engaged. I am very aware that lessons would have already been planned for school so this planning
for remote learning is additional and having to be dobe at short notice! Thank you Miss Carmichael
and Mr Browning! It has also been nice for the children to speak everyday to staff on google meet
and see their friends. Also, having a welfare call from support staff has been a positive.
11/25/2020 2:48 PM
The work schedule has been fantastic! covering all important subjects Any problems, it’s been easy
to ask for help on dojo with swift reply and the support phone calls from the TA’S and teacher is
wonderful for parent and child, a nice lift!
11/25/2020 11:02 AM
The teachers and teaching assistants have been amazing. We have felt very supported. The videos
have been so much easier to work with. Thank you
11/25/2020 10:45 AM

Really liked the daily google meets morning and afternoon, my son felt that all his class was in this
together and keeps up the social aspect of school. Loved that the focus for the kids was to keep
some form of normality and the teacher appreciate that most parents are trying to balance working
from home and home schooling, in our case all on one laptop. The call by the teaching assistants was
also appreciated.
11/25/2020 10:28 AM
The teaching videos and presentations are really good. If I could change something it would be to
have the lessons for the next day uploaded half a day early, so that I can print the pages I otherwise
have to spend time writing out. The amount of work is quite a lot each day for those of us who also
have a responsibility to our employees to get our work done too.
11/25/2020 10:19 AM
Teachers have been great but having to work from home and have so much school work each day to
get done on time is tricky. We are doing as much as we can but the amount of work is quite a lot
11/25/2020 10:03 AM
Google classroom works really well and my child enjoys seeing the teachers and her friends on the
meetings
11/25/2020 10:02 AM

Remote Learning Support Survey - Year 6

Comments
Answered: 15 Skipped: 6
Lots of support given ... Thank you to the year 6 teachers and assistants... you are doing a great job
xx
11/27/2020 9:53 AM
It was nice to get a phone call from all of my child's support assistants.
11/26/2020 4:42 PM
We are happy with the level of support we have received. The amount of school work we can
complete is limited by the level of support I can give due to having to work from home full time
myself and no amount of support is going to change my workload.
11/26/2020 11:41 AM
The staff are all obviously working very hard in difficult circumstances.
11/25/2020 11:33 PM
I’m really pleased with the online learnig strategies used by the school. xxxxxxx feels connected,
structured and enjoys the teacher voice overs giving instruction

11/25/2020 3:27 PM
The prospect of home schooling again was a daunting one but we’ve found the new ways of working
via google classroom much better for all of us. The face to face check in’s at 9am and 3pm have
given a more formal start and finish time to the ‘home’ school day and the videos the teachers have
provided have allowed my son to work more independently with less involvement from me.
Thankyou.
11/25/2020 10:49 AM
really appreciated the set up for the isolation period, the google meets help Kara feel connected
with the class, the voices of the teachers on the PowerPoints is great too as again its something
familiar for her. In this uncertain time I think we all crave some routine which is what school gives,
and the steps that have been put in palce with the online learning are helping to maintain some
consistency - thank you all for your efforts. Special thanks to Mrs Keanan, her phone call came at a
point when Kara was having a self confidence down spiral and her chat helped to reiterate the
positive things I had said, very much appreciated thank you
11/25/2020 10:33 AM
Easy for the children to follow independently
11/25/2020 10:30 AM
We have been so well supported during our home learning so far , the recorded lessons are great
and george has been able to work almost always independently . He looks forward to the class
meetings every day .
11/25/2020 10:30 AM
The work is much better with the teachers doing the videos and having the meetings to chat with
the children.
11/25/2020 10:24 AM
I'd prefer it if all schooling was done this way at the moment given potential isolation concerns near
Christmas
11/25/2020 10:23 AM
The online learning has been very well received by my daughter, she is able to do her school work
independently, as any queries she has are answered by teachers either in the meetings or by
personal message. The power points with the teachers speaking over work very well and seem to
make the classes as ‘normal‘ as possible in these strange times. The online meetings at the start and
end of the day is lovely for keeping in touch and social interaction whilst isolating. I received a call
from Miss Wiltshire which was appreciated and xxxxxxx enjoyed having a little chat to her also.
Thanks to all the year 6 team for doing such a brilliant job in very difficult times!
11/25/2020 10:19 AM
Absolutely excellent way of learning. Lockdown the first time was extremely stressful balancing work
& learning - obviously no ones fault as something completely alien to all. Balancing round two of C19
in my job & family is hard but then came along bubble isolation - I cannot praise you all enough for

all the hard work & effort with the online learning. I don’t see xxxxxxx until it’s her break & really
appreciated the touch base telephone call!
11/25/2020 10:10 AM
The support my children have received whilst self isolating has been fantastic, the meetings with
teachers and children have really kept their spirits up and the recorded lessons are excellent, it's
made the remote learning a much more positive experience!
11/25/2020 10:10 AM
Difficult to set up Google classroom. Could be made alot easier, far too many user names,
passwords.
11/25/2020 10:07 AM

Comments
Answered: 23 Skipped: 1
Brilliant! This is a difficult time for everyone and each day brings new challenges but the switch to
online learning was faultless and I am very impressed. Thank you all for the work & support.
12/5/2020 12:30 PM
Very good and easy to use
12/5/2020 6:01 AM
Fantastic support from their hardworking teachers! Thank you!
12/5/2020 2:13 AM
Mrs Brothwell was so bright and cheerful on the video meetings, her support shine through.
12/5/2020 12:47 AM
We felt well supported through your and the work set out for my son was achievable with combining
it with 2 working parents and only 1 laptop Well done Mrs b and Mrs w
12/4/2020 11:46 PM
We just got on with it and figured it out. Only had 1 call where I spoke to someone I didn’t know at
the end of the 2 weeks.

12/4/2020 8:45 PM
Mrs White was super supportive. I messaged her on an evening to say my child was struggling
emotionally with anxiety and she rang us the next day and filled her with encouragement and praise.
Thank you so much!
12/4/2020 8:26 PM
Fab support after a tricky week with other personal issues going on at home, i received plenty of
messages via dojo and 2 phone calls of mr scott who was very supportive and reassuring! The google
classroom meet wad a fab addition to this lockdown feels like ur not doing this alone x
12/4/2020 7:08 PM
xxxxxx has been well supported and any questions I had have been answered promptly... great work
to all teachers.
12/4/2020 6:43 PM
Fantastic. Juggling working from home and home schooling has been a huge challenge however the
schools support has been brilliant especially in the second week when it was made clear we didn’t
need to be printing work off and could do it all using workbooks and directly on google classrooms
12/4/2020 5:26 PM
Great. Very impressed.
12/4/2020 5:16 PM
The support received during this period was 100% better than the support received during the initial
lockdown period. The support was improved by regular zoom meetings and good google classroom
communication. A big thumbs up!
12/4/2020 4:59 PM
Brilliant support for both my sons during their isolation thank you
12/4/2020 4:33 PM
Lots of support and work paced for the day. Daily meetings a great addition and the lessons with the
teacher talking over the power points were great.
12/4/2020 3:59 PM
Engaged teachers, daily online logon for live meeting x2 per day, easy access to ask questions.
12/4/2020 3:34 PM
Great teaching and support
12/4/2020 3:31 PM
Thank you so much for all of the support. We have felt very supported by all staff, they listened and
acted on feedback and tasks were adapted if necessary. All staff were considerate and
understanding of the challenges that parents faced with juggling work and supporting their child.
12/4/2020 3:29 PM

Great online teaching system. Very easy to navigate. Roxy really enjoyed the morning and afternoon
meetings.
12/4/2020 3:20 PM
Really appreciated the morning meets and the weekly phone call
12/4/2020 3:14 PM
I like how the teachers adapted the way they put work on Google class rooms as it didn't suit
everyone and now its perfect I would say, its easy to understand and the teachers are always there
to help if we need it. Thank you
12/4/2020 3:05 PM
Really pleased with morning and afternoon touch in calls also the individual phone calls is a really
nice touch.
12/4/2020 3:02 PM
Well organised. Liked the meetings twice a day as felt it kept children motivated and connected.
Work going online night before meant I had a chance to go through it before describing to my
daughter what the piece to be completed was. Feedback was good once work submitted and helped
with motivation levels.
12/4/2020 2:59 PM
I think Our school smashed it, we felt supported throughout the 2 weeks, all work was marked and
comments made to each piece of work. The zoom calls in the morning and afternoon every day
really helped my son and he enjoyed those a lot, especially being able to talk to and see his teachers
and friends every day. I couldn’t fault the support we had at all and I feel the work was just enough
without being overwhelming and was a great mixture. Thank you Mrs Brothwell and Mrs White x
12/4/2020 2:56 PM

